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Fig. 1: Prediction with intermediate time-series privileged information. The goal
at test time is to predict Y based only on X1 but the learner has access to samples
from the full series (X1, X2, . . . , XT , Y ) during training.

1 Introduction

Prediction of future outcomes is a central learning problem in many domains.
For example, accurate prediction of the progression of chronic disease allows for
identification of patients at higher risk and may be used to trigger interventions.
Standard supervised learning algorithms for this task minimize the empirical
risk in predicting the outcome using features collected at a baseline time point.
When data is scarce, variance can plague this approach and reduce its potential
impact. However, in practice, data is often collected not only at the time for
prediction and the time of the outcome, but at multiple time points between
them; in healthcare, disease markers or lab values of patients are recorded at
regular intervals. This is data that could be used for more efficient learning but
is only available during training and not at test time.

Related Work The described setting can be seen as an instance of learning using
privileged information (LuPI) (7) or side information (3). In contrast to classical
supervised learning, the privileged information is data that is only available
during training and not at test time. We consider the case where the privileged
information constitutes the intermediate part of a time series starting with
baseline features and ending with the target outcome, see Figure 1. While the
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paradigm of LuPI have shown promise both theoretically (7) and empirically (2;
6), performance guarantees for practical algorithms remain elusive (5; 3). Our
question is when using this privileged data leads to more sample-efficient learning
of models that use only baseline data for predictions at test time. We call this
setting learning using privileged time-series (LuPTS).

Contribution We give an algorithm for this setting and prove that when the
time series are drawn from a non-stationary Gaussian-linear dynamical system of
fixed horizon, learning with privileged information is more efficient than learning
without it. On synthetic data, we test the limits of our algorithm and theory, both
when our assumptions hold and when they are violated. On two real-world tasks
– forecasting air pollution and predicting Alzheimer’s disease progression – we
show that our approach is generally preferable to classical learning, particularly
when data is scarce.

2 Problem Setting

We learn models that use baseline variables X1 ∈ Rd to predict outcomes Y ∈ R,
see Figure 1. For a given loss function, L : R × R → R, our goal is to find
a function h ∈ H ⊆ {h : Rd → R} of only the baseline variables X1, which
minimizes the expected risk over the variables with respect to a distribution p,
R(h) := EX1,Y∼p[L(h(X1), Y )] . In our setting, the learner has access to privileged
information in the form of time series sampled from states X2, ..., XT .

3 Theory and Experiments
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Fig. 2: Predicting cognitive
test scores four years into the
future.

Our theory states that, in the Gaussian-linear case,
the estimator hLuPTS that learns using privileged
time-series is never worse on average than the
best unbiased estimator hOLS learning only from
(X1, Y ), irrespective of the distribution of X1, as
we prove that R(hLuPTS) ≤ R(hOLS) through us-
age of the Rao-Blackwell theorem (4; 1). And many
times, we note that the LuPTS estimator also per-
forms better meaning that privileged information
is provably useful in this case.

In one experiment, we compare OLS and
LuPTS on a real-world task of predicting the cog-
nitive test score in 4 years from a Alzheimer’s
disease study, see Figure 2. The privileged informa-
tion comprises data points at different time points
after baseline that have been collected through
follow-up meetings with subjects. We observe a noticeably improvement in per-
formance and reduction in variance when using LuPTS, in particular when the
sample size is small. More generally, we note a bias-variance trade-off with LuPTS
as it often leads to variance reduction at the cost of being sensitive to bias.
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